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Life After the Third Fret 
Workshop by: Sarah Maisel  

www.cheemaisel.com 
 

WHAT? No way! 
Yes folks- there is a life after the third fret on the ukulele. It’s fun to strum songs, but after a 
while you will get bored strumming the SAME chords. This workshop will teach you different 
little chords you can add to your repertoire to help, not only make you sound better as a player, 
but also enhance the sound of the group you are playing with.  
 
If you play with a group regularly, there will be certain songs that you know you do every week 
(or month). An easy way to get you to practice these new techniques is to pick a chord (or two) 
and try out the new ones whenever they come around on the ukulele.  
 

Chord Substitution 

Even if the chord chart says C- you have other options besides C MAJOR. Without getting into 
theory, your options are: C Major 7, C Major 6, or another position of C Major. 
Usually, if you are playing a Hawaiian tune, you are trying to keep it light hearted, so you will 
want to use a Major 6 or another position of Major- but NOT a Major 7. Play the chords and 
listen to the difference. 
 

     
This goes for any MAJOR chord, be it in C, F, G, A, etc…. Take F for example: 
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The same idea also applies to MINOR chords. If you play, say, an Fm, you have the option to 
play F minor 6, F minor 7, and another F minor chord. 
 

 
You will notice that chords will repeat themselves- notice F6, it looks an awful lot like another 
chord you may already know: 

     
 
ON A SIDE NOTE: These chords are related- notice that Dm is the relative minor of F. SO if 
you know your Major 6 chords; you know your Minor 7th chords too!  
 
Other Chord Substitutions you can use are for your Dominant Chords (C7, D7, etc) 
You can do, what is called, an extension. If you are playing a C7 and you want to do a 
substitution, here are your two main options (there are more but we don’t have time to get into 
all of them today), C9 or C13. Usually I use 9 chords instead of 13 chords. 

OR     
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C Blues 

Workshop by: Sarah Maisel 
www.sarahmaisel.com 

 
 

C7 F7 C7 C7 
F7 F7 C7 C7 
G7 F7 C7 G7 

 
 
 

C Blues With Alterations 
 

    

    

,  
     1 2 3          4 
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White Sandy BeachWhite Sandy BeachWhite Sandy BeachWhite Sandy Beach    

            
    
AAAA    
I saw you in my dreams, We were walking hand in hand 
                                        D             Dm       AD             Dm       AD             Dm       AD             Dm       A 
On a white, sandy beach of Hawaii 
AAAA 
We were playing in the sun, We were having so much fun 
          D             Dm        AD             Dm        AD             Dm        AD             Dm        A    
On a white, sandy beach of Hawaii 
 
EEEE7       7       7       7                                                                                           DDDD                                                                                                EEEE7777    
The sound of the ocean, Soothes my restless soulThe sound of the ocean, Soothes my restless soulThe sound of the ocean, Soothes my restless soulThe sound of the ocean, Soothes my restless soul    
EEEE7      7      7      7                                                                                              D                    D                    D                    D                            E7E7E7E7////////////////----////////////////    
The sound of The sound of The sound of The sound of the ocean, Rocks me all night longthe ocean, Rocks me all night longthe ocean, Rocks me all night longthe ocean, Rocks me all night long    
 
AAAA                                                                                                     
Those hot long summer days, Lying there in the sun 
                                            D           Dm        AD           Dm        AD           Dm        AD           Dm        A 
On a white, sandy beach of Hawaii 
 
EEEE7       7       7       7                                                                                           DDDD                                                                                                EEEE7777    
The sound of the ocean, Soothes my restless soulThe sound of the ocean, Soothes my restless soulThe sound of the ocean, Soothes my restless soulThe sound of the ocean, Soothes my restless soul    
EEEE7      7      7      7                                                                                              D                    D                    D                    D                            E7E7E7E7////////////////----////////////////    
The sound of the ocean, Rocks me all night lonThe sound of the ocean, Rocks me all night lonThe sound of the ocean, Rocks me all night lonThe sound of the ocean, Rocks me all night longggg    
 
AAAA                                                                                                            
Last night in my dreams, I saw your face again 
             DDDD                                                                                                            DDDDm  m  m  m                                                                                              AAAA    
We were there in the sun, On a white, sandy beach of Hawaii 
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White Sandy BeachWhite Sandy BeachWhite Sandy BeachWhite Sandy Beach    

Other PositionsOther PositionsOther PositionsOther Positions    

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                            
I saw you in my dreams, We were walking hand in hand, On a white, sandy beach of Hawaii 

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           
We were playing in the sun, We were having so much fun, On a white, sandy beach of Hawaii    
    
CHORUS:CHORUS:CHORUS:CHORUS:    

                                                                                                                                                            
The sound of the ocean, Soothes my restless soulThe sound of the ocean, Soothes my restless soulThe sound of the ocean, Soothes my restless soulThe sound of the ocean, Soothes my restless soul    

                                                                                                                                                        ////////////////----////////////////    
The sound of the ocean, Rocks me all night longThe sound of the ocean, Rocks me all night longThe sound of the ocean, Rocks me all night longThe sound of the ocean, Rocks me all night long    
    

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                  
Those hot long summer days, Lying there in the sun, On a white, sandy beach of Hawaii 
                     
CHORUSCHORUSCHORUSCHORUS 
 

                                                                                                        
Last night in my dreams, I saw your face again 

                                                                                                                                                 
We were there in the sun, On a white, sandy beach of Hawaii 
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White Sandy BeachWhite Sandy BeachWhite Sandy BeachWhite Sandy Beach    

ExtensionsExtensionsExtensionsExtensions    

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                
I saw you in my dreams, We were walking hand in hand, On a white, sandy beach of Hawaii 

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                       
We were playing in the sun, We were having so much fun, On a white, sandy beach of Hawaii    
    
CHORUS:CHORUS:CHORUS:CHORUS:    

                                                                                                                                                        
The sound of the ocean, Soothes my restless soulThe sound of the ocean, Soothes my restless soulThe sound of the ocean, Soothes my restless soulThe sound of the ocean, Soothes my restless soul    

                                                                                                                                                        ////  ////  ////  ////  ////////////////    
The sound of the ocean, Rocks me all night longThe sound of the ocean, Rocks me all night longThe sound of the ocean, Rocks me all night longThe sound of the ocean, Rocks me all night long    
    

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                             
Those hot long summer days, Lying there in the sun, On a white, sandy beach of Hawaii    
                     
CHORUSCHORUSCHORUSCHORUS 
 

                                                                                                        
Last night in my dreams, I saw your face again 

                                                                                                                                                 
We were there in the sun, On a white, sandy beach of Hawaii 
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White Sandy BeachWhite Sandy BeachWhite Sandy BeachWhite Sandy Beach    

Melodic MixMelodic MixMelodic MixMelodic Mix    

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                            
I saw you in my dreams, We were walking hand in hand, On a white, sandy beach of Hawaii 

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                       
We were playing in the sun, We were having so much fun, On a white, sandy beach of Hawaii    
    
CHORUS:CHORUS:CHORUS:CHORUS:    

                                                                                                                                                        
The sound of the ocean, Soothes my restless soulThe sound of the ocean, Soothes my restless soulThe sound of the ocean, Soothes my restless soulThe sound of the ocean, Soothes my restless soul    

                                                                                                                                                        ////  ////  ////  ////  ////////////////    
The sound of the ocean, Rocks me all night longThe sound of the ocean, Rocks me all night longThe sound of the ocean, Rocks me all night longThe sound of the ocean, Rocks me all night long    
    

                                                                                                                                                                                                                         
Those hot long summer days, Lying there in the sun, On a white, sandy beach of Hawaii    
                     
CHORUSCHORUSCHORUSCHORUS 
 

                                                                                                        
Last night in my dreams, I saw your face again 

                                                                                                                                                 
We were there in the sun, On a white, sandy beach of Hawaii 
 



What is the difference between C7 and C MAJOR7? 

Though both are based on a MAJOR chord (1-3-5),  there is one key difference. 
 
C7 contains – 1-3-5-b7 
CMAJ7 has  -  1-3-5-7 
   Versus  
 
Here is some information about building chords: 
C Scale  

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
C D E F G A B 
8 9 10 11 12 13 14 

 
Major – Notated as M or just the letter by itself. 
1-3-5 
 
minor – Notated with a LITTLE m, or – EXAMPLE: Cm7 or C-7 
1-b3-5 
 
Major 7 – Notated as MAJ7, M7, or with a triangle symbol and a 7   
1-3-5-7 
 
Major 6 – Notated as MAJ6 or 6   
1-3-5-6 
 
minor 7  - Notated as m7, or -7   
1-b3-5-b7 
 
minor 6  - Notated as m6, or -6 
1-b3-5-6 
 
Dominant 7 – Notated with the number 7 (example, G7, C7) 
1-3-5-b7 
 
Augmented or + both mean #5 (Sharp 5) 
Example: C+ = C, E, G# 
    C7aug = C, E, G#, Bb 
 
Suspended or SUS – Replace the 3 with a 4 
Example: Csus = C, F, G 
                 C7sus =C, F, G, Bb  
 



 


